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FRONT COVER . .. From out of the 
past comes the mighty " Mr. Mulligan" 
replica built by Jim and Bob Younkin 
of Springdale. Arkansas. For details 
on this fabulous racer of the thirties. 
see story on page 6. 

(Photo by Ted Koston) 

BACK COVER ... One of the earl iest 
examples of aluminum monocoque 
construction is this 1937 Spartan 7W. 
NC 13993. SI N 2. which has been do
nated to the EM Aviation Foundation 
by George S. Mennen (EM 46531 . AlC 
631 ) of Morristown. New Jersey. Not 
on Iy the oldest Spartan " Executive" 
in existence. this is the only one with 
side-by-side stick control instead of 
wheels. Former owner. John Turgyan 
(EAA 71313. AlC 3) of Trenton. New 
Jersey was instrumental in helping 
this rare airplane find a permanent 
home. 

(Photo by Gene Chase) 
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STINSON 108 MODIFICATION 

UNIV AIR Aircraft Corporation has installed a 200 
hp Lycoming engine in their Stinson 108-3 and they have 
obtained a STC for the conversion. For information about 
kits for this conversion contact Steve Dyer at UNIV AIR, 
Route 3, Box 59, Aurora , CO 80011. Tel. 303/364-7661. 

AERONCA AVIATORS CLUB 

Pea Patch Airlines has announced its final member
ship drive for charter members in its new club for 
Aeronca aircraft owners and enthusiasts called the 
Aeronca Aviators Club. The new club which started in 
January of 1982 is a continuation of the former Aeronca 
Owners Club operated by Charles Lasher. Charter 
memberships will be available through December 31, 
1982. 

The Aeronca Aviators Club offers a variety of services 
to members including quarterly newsletters, commercial 
sources for parts and services, technical tips, publications 
including many by Charlie Lasher, patches, tee shirts, 
decals, etc. Contact Joe Dickey, Chief Pilot, Pea Patch 
Airlines Aeronca Aviators Club, 511 Terrace Lake Road, 
Columbus, IN 47201. Tel. 812/342-6878. 

UNIVAIR CATALOG AVAILABLE 

Univair announces that their new general catalog 
of parts and supplies is now available. The new catalog 
is greatly expanded and has 263 pages containing 
thousands of commonly requested items. Original manu
facture and FAA-PMA approved airframe parts for such 
"classic aircraft" as Aeronca, Cessna 120/140, Ercoupe, 
Luscombe, Piper J-3 through PA-25, Stinson and Taylor
craft are listed as well as many distributor items (wind
shields, tires, wheels and brakes, batteries, sparkplugs, 
paints, etc.). The catalog is $5 which will be credited 
on the first purchase of $50 or more. For further informa
tion contact Univair Aircraft Corporation, Rt. 3, Box 
59, Aurora, CO 80011. Tel. 303/364-7661. 

ANTIQUE GROUP IN HOLLAND 
From Frank Price's TIGER CLUB NEWS, Mr. Jaap 

Meesdag from Holland recently paid him a visit. Along 
with three other people, Jaap has formed what amounts 
to the only antique airplane organization in Holland. 
They have such aircraft as a Bucker 131, Feisler Storch, 
Fairchild 24 and others. 

BUCKERS BACK TO SPAIN 
Also from Frank Price ... he has heard from several 

sources, but not yet confirmed that the Spanish Govern
ment desires to buy back some of the Bu 131s from 
U.S. owners. It is known that they have stopped all 
sales and shipment of these fine little aircraft. Frank 
still has some Buckers and parts for sale. He can be 
contacted at 7600 Tallahassee, Waco, TX 76710. 

BUCKER BOOK FORTHCOMING 
Joe Kreybus (EAA 140019), 917 Santa Paula Blvd., 

Apt. D, Santa Paula, CA 93060 is attempting to put 
together a book of photos and data about Buckers in 
the U.S. He needs from each owner a photo and short 
bio of the aircraft, including type, date of manufacture, 
SIN, engine type, information on how the aircraft was 
obtained , any incidents with the aircraft , contest 
participation, etc. 

This information came from THE BUCKER JUNG
MANN NEWSLETTER edited by John Bergeson, 615 
W. May, Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858. 

THIRD CLASS MEDICAL 

CERTIFICATES 


Paul H. Poberezny, President of EAA, called for the 
elimination of Third Class Medical Certificates in a 
recent letter to the Federal Aviation Administration. 

Commenting on FAA Docket No. 23190 concerning the 
review of medical standards and certification procedures 
for pilots, he recommended the deletion of Paragraph 
67.17 of the FAA Regulations that deals with the Third 
Class Medical Certificate. Poberezny said, "The time 
has come to question the need for supervised medical 
examinations for pilots who do not fly for hire or compen
sation. In lieu of the Third Class Medical Examination, 
we suggest that an appropriate motor vehicle driver's 
permit, as issued by any state, be a suitable substitute. 
In our opinion, safety would not be endangered since a 
normal person who is allowed to drive a car at high speed 
on a crowded turnpike has enough coordination and skill 
to fly a small airplane, from the standpoint of physical 
fitness." 

In addition, Poberezny noted that the elimination of 
the Third Class Medical Certificate would result in a 
considerable dollar savings and increased efficiency for 
the FAA through the removal of an enormous amount 
of paperwork. He also said that the FAA might choose to 
require a Third Class Medical Certificate for private 
pilots who wish to qualify for an instrument rating. He 
said that position would be acceptable to the EAA. 

Poberezny also noted that the FAA had not set a time
table for the review of comments and their possible 
implementation. He suggested that the FAA immediately 
set a deadline. "With no established timetable , the 
impression is that there is no plan for a serious adoption 
of any acceptable comments." • 
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MIDWEST AERO HISTORIANS 
MEET 

The Fall 1982 meeting of the Midwest Aero Historians 
was held on Saturday, October 9 in Haedtler Hall at the 
EAA Aviation Museum in Franklin, WI. Committee 
members and speakers posed before the Bell P-39 Aircobra 
as shown in the photo. 

Ray Ziebell and Bud Labutski from Burlington, WI 
presented a slide program detailing the progress on 
three Museum restoration projects at Burlington: the 
North American B-25 and P-64 and the Ford Trimotor. 
Eric Hart, Milwaukee, WI , a leading authority on the 
history of the Curtiss P-40 fighter, gave an interesting 
and informative talk on this colorful WWII fighter. 

The Midwest Aero Historians meet each spring and 
fall at the EAA Aviation Museum. The next meeting 
is scheduled for Saturday, May 8 and will feature a talk 
by Clete Roberts, Burlington, WI on his experiences as 
a mechanic on the Convair B-36 bomber. 

L-R (standing): Pat Packard, Asst. Director, EAA Aviation 
Foundation ; Ken Borkowitz, co-chairman, Midwest Historians; 
the Air Force mannequin; Norm Petersen, EAA Editorial staff; 
Eric Hart, P-40 specialist; and George Hardie, co-chairman. 
Kneeling: Ray Ziebell , Bud Labutski and Clete Roberts of the 
Burlington restoration crew. 

MYSTERY PLANE 


Many of the early racing plane de
signs today are relatively unknown, 
since they did not set any records or 
otherwise attain recognition. This 
month's Mystery Plane is such an 
example. Submitted by member 
George Goodhead of Tulsa, Okla
homa, this is a challenge to air 
racing experts to relate the history 
of this airplane. Answers received 
will be published in the Mystery 
Plane column in the February 1982 
issue of The VINTAGE AIRPLANE. 

The Mystery Plane in the October 1982 issue of The VINTAGE AIRPLANE 
was the Wilford Gyroplane. The photo was taken at Paoli, Pennsylvania in 
1934. Reid Patterson, who submitted the photo, writes: 

"The registration number is X749W. The plane was powered with a Jacobs 
140 hp engine. It cracked up at Wings Field, Ambler, Pennsylvania and the pilot, 
Joseph McCormick, was killed." 

M. H. Eisenmann, 10978 Forrest. St. , Garrettsville, OH correctly identified 
the airplane and referred to an article on the design in the February 1935 
issue of AERO DIGEST. No other replies were received. 

Mike Rezich sends a correction to his identification of the Uniplane which 
appeared in the October issue: 

"Just a word to make a correction regarding the Johnson Uniplane. There 
were two Johnsons at Harlem Airport in those days - one was Sylvester, the 
other was Richard. Sylvester had a Heath Parasol and Richard built and 
flew the Uniplane. I was thinking of one and wrote down the other." • 
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(Ted Koston Photo) 

MR. MULLIGAN 

By Gene Chase 

(Photos by the author except as noted) 

Over the years at Oshkosh, and before that at Rock
ford, many outstanding aircraft have been admired , 
drooled over, photographed, and fallen in love with. From 
the warbirds with their brute power to the smallest of the 
sleek homebuilts, superlatives have been bandied about 
with aplomb. 

If all the superlatives were rolled into one and used to 
describe a single aircraft, one would be hard pressed to 
come up with a plane other than the Mr. Mulligan 
parked in the antique/classic area at Oshkosh '82. It 
has the brute power of at least the T-6s on the warbird 
line; it's a 1933 design, and from the ground up it's a 
homebuilt ... all 2,800 pounds of it. 

This beautiful replica of Benny Howard's famous 
racing aircraft of the '30s was built by the Younkin 
brothers, Bob and Jim of Fayetteville , Arkansas. It 
received one of the top honors at Oshkosh '82 when it 
received the Grand Champion Replica Award. 

The original Mr. Mulligan, designated the DGA-6, 
was the fourth of a series of racers by Benny Howard of 
Kansas City. He met with good success on the racing 
circuit with his previous three planes, the DGA-3 Pete, 
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DGA-4 Mike, and DGA-5 Ike. But Benny wasn't satisfied 
with the limited use of pure racing aircraft and being a 
great admirer of the sprightly little Monocoupe, figured 
that a four-place version of the 'Coupe with lots of power 
would be a winning combination at the National Air 
Races and also have commercial value as a passenger 
plane. 

His foresight is legend as in 1935 Benny won the cross 
country, Los Angeles to Cleveland Bendix Trophy Race 
in Mr. Mulligan and Harold Neumann flew it to first 
place in the closed course Thompson Trophy Race. Shortly 
after the races, the Howard Aircraft Company was started 
for the purpose of producing the commercial version of 
Mr. Mulligan. Thus spawned the line of elegant Howard 
airplanes of which a few DGA-lls and several DGA-15s 
are still flying. 

The Mulligan was a natural for Bob and Jim Younkin 
to build, with Bob~s love of Howards - he owns a beautiful 
DGA-ll, and Jim's affinity for 1930's racers - he built 
the magnificent Travel Air Mystery Ship replica which 
was seen at Oshkosh in '79 and '80. However they would 
not have built the Mulligan if it hadn't been for the 
tragic accident of the replica Mr. Mulligan built by 
Bob Reichardt (EAA 58835) of Ojai, California. (In their 
words, "The world doesn't need two Mr. Mulligans .") 
Bob and his wife, Shelly were killed in the crash of their 



Harold Neumann's 0-145 Monocoupe "Uttle Mulligan" (left) 
and the replica Mr. Mulligan bear a striking resemblance. 

(L-R) Jim Younkin, Harold Neumann and Bob Younkin moments 
after the arrival of th~ Mulligan at Oshkosh '82. 

AT OSHKOSH 

replica on 10/25/77 while attempting to break a world 
class speed record. 

The Younkins started building the plane in November, 
1979, after gathering as much information on the original 
as they possibly could. They utilized Paul Matt's "His
torical Aviation Album - Volume XIV" to a great degree 
and determined that Paul's three-view drawings are very 
accurate. They also met with Eddie Fisher in Kansas City 
who was involved with the original Mr. Mulligan. Eddie, 
in addition to possessing a wealth of knowledge about the 
plane, also shared his photo collection with the Younkins. 
Other photos which were a great help came from the 
collection of Pappy Weaver in Patterson, Louisiana. 

By using known dimensions and scaling photographs, 
Jim was able to make many drawings for later use. When 
he was satisfied with an authentic outline of the Mulligan, 
he began to layout the tubular structure of the fuselage , 
making only minor departures from the way Howard built 
it. The plane is really rugged, with )Is" .049 top longerons 
and lower ones of 1" .049. 

Another source of information (and some parts) came 
from two Howard fuselages the Younkins had on hand, 
a DGA-8 and a DGA-15. The first commercial model 
Howard was the DGA-8 and the tubing sizes in that 
fuselage were very similar to the Mulligan. Jim noted 
that all tubing sizes in the 15 were increased, making it a 

(Ted Kaston Photo) 
The expressions of Harold Neumann (L) and Bob Younkin 
say it all. 

very heavy plane. 
Before Bob started to weld up the fuselage he and Jim 

asked their friend, John Berwick, Chief Aeronautical 
Engineer for Cessna Aircraft Co., Pawnee Div. at Wichita, 
Kansas to run a stress analysis on the tubular structure. 
John, a longtime supporter of EAA (his membership 
number is 10100) determined that the required sizes 
could be considerably smaller . . . but for authenticity 
the original sizes would be used. 

Some of the components used from the DGA-15 fuse
lage were the trim mechanism, the rudder pedals, wing 
attach fittings, and the carry through tube at the bottom 
of the fuselage which had to be shortened about six 
inches. All of the woodwork on the fuselage was done 
by Bob Bell , a protege of the Younkins. Bell's efforts 
would show up throughout the construction of the Mulli
gan as he gained valuable experience in both wood and 
metal work. 

The DGA-15 wing struts were used by shortening them 
at the top ends. The wood wings, ailerons and flaps were 
built from scratch by Jim, Bob, and a friend, Howard 
Vetter. Many of the DGA-15 wing fittings were used, 
by grinding off all the welds and re-welding them to 
match the different dimensions of the Mulligan wings. 
The distance between the spars on this airplane is 33" 
compared with 36" on the -15. The wing span of the 
Mulligan is 31'8" while the -15 is 38'0", and the front 
spar is thicker. 

Another item used out of the '15 was the lord mount. 
The engine mount on the original Mr. Mulligan was 
welded solidly to the fuselage, but the Younkins didn't 
care to be that authentic with their replica! This change 
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(Ted Kaston Photo) 
Mr. Mulligan instrument panel. Push to talk buttons for the 
radio and intercom are on the top of sticks. 

assures a smoother flight and it greatly facilitates removal 
of the engine when necessary. 

The original Mulligan and early commercial Howards 
had manual flaps with the actuator handle located near 
the pilot's left leg. Later on when the flaps were powered 
electrically the cables were not re-routed although it 
would have been much simpler to place the motor and 
cable system in the fuselage behind the cabin. The 
Younkins did just that because they wanted electric 
flaps and also wanted the additional weight aft to help 
keep the CG within limits. Their flap system utilizes 
a Howard DGA-15 bell crank but they had to make all the 
bracketry to mount it. 

The Younkins are perplexed about the flap operation 
in their replica. The system incorporates the same spring 
as used in the '15 to keep the -flaps from lowering at too 
great an air speed. In the new Mulligan this spring 
allows the flaps to fully lower only after touchdown 
during landing roll-out. In the commercial Howards it 
works normally and those flaps are even larger! The 
availability of only partial flap during landing approach 
has not been a problem, however. 

The flaps on the original Mulligan were attached 
with piano hinges at the top. The leading edge was 
squared off and an aluminum gap seal installed at the 
bottom. The flaps on the replica are hinged at the bottom 
similar to those on the production Howards. 

The ailerons on the replica are piano hinged on top 
per the original, but instead of being squared off at the 
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leading edge, these have the lower leading edged extended 
forward. When the aileron is raised, the leading edge 
protrudes below the lower wing surface making the aileron 
response very light rather than heavy as reported on the 
original. 

Speaking of the flight characteristics of the original 
Howard DGA-6 Mr. Mulligan, the Younkins have enjoyed 
extensive conversations with Harold Neumann whose 
name is synonomous with that beautiful racing aircraft. 
Harold is also an ardent EAAer (membership no. 29004) 
and at age 76 he actively competes in lAC aerobatic 
competitions with his well known Monocoupe named 
"Little Mulligan" and painted to resemble the original. 
Harold is a retired TWA captain living in Leawood, 
Kansas and he vividly recalls his flights in Mr. Mulligan 
back in 1935. 

Harold had an opportunity to fly the replica Mulligan 
recently with Jim Younkin and after a few minutes his 
emotions took over and an impromptu (but beautiful) slow 
roll occurred! 'Nuff said. 

Getting back to the replica, the elevator trim system 
is an exact copy of that used in the original racer and 
the commercial Howards. It consists of a jack screw 
which raises and lowers the leading edge of the stabilizer 
and operated by a crank on the cabin ceiling. 

Some people find it ludicrous that such a large aircraft 
would have a fixed, non-steerable tailwheel. The original 
did because of the minimum drag it created, being faired in 
so tightly. The replica does because it's authentic and 



Jim gasses the fuselage tanks. 

The complete lettering appears on the left side of the engine 
cowling . .. see story. 

it would destroy the character of the plane to jerry-rig 
any type of a steerable wheel. 

Harold Neumann recalls this feature created no 
serious ground handling problems with the original 
and Jim and Bob feel the same way about the replica. 
They tum the plane on the ground by holding differential 
brake pressure and increasing power very judiciously 
until the tailwheel skids around. They take care to not 
raise the wheel which could result in a damaging side 
load when the wheel impacts the ground. The plane 
handles easily on grass, but on concrete greater pre
cautions are taken to minimize wear on the tailwheel 
tire. The landing shock on the tailwheel is absorbed by a 
shock strut from a DGA-15 whereas the original had a 
shock assembly of rubber discs. 

The engine in Benny Howard's Mr. Mulligan was 
an experimental P&W Wasp SE with a 14:1 blower , 
rated at 500 hp at 1,000 feet , turning 2200 rpm and 
burning 87 octane fuel. The propeller was a Smith 
electric with controllable pitch. By altering the 
carburetor, using hopped up fuel and over-revving the 
engine, Benny was able to pull over 800 hp from the Wasp. 
These techniques are still used today to gain more power 
for racing. 

The Younkins chose a dependable P&W R-1340 AN-I 
with a 10:1 blower to power their Mulligan . It is rated 
a 600 hp and swings at Hamilton Standard constant 
speed prop. This is the same power package as used in 
AT-6s. 

The original racer cruised at 290 mph at 17,000 feet 
using 75% power. The replica does a respectable 235 
mph cruise at 11,000 using 25" M.P. and 1,800 rpm. 
Jim said their flight from home base at Springdale, 
Arkansas to Oshkosh was made in 2 hrs. 35 min. with 
not much help from the wind. 

The replica is capable of well over 2,500 fpm rate of 
climb, but a comfortable cross country climb is 1,000 
fpm indicating 160 mph. Harold Neumann recalls the 
original climbed over 5,000 fpm ... not bad for a high 
wing cabin monoplane! 

Many hours were spent re-creating the authentic 
look of the '35 Mulligan from the firewall forward. 
The engine mount was created from a DGA-15 mount and 
the nose bowl from the engine cowling of the same plane. 
The front four inches of curvature on the nose bowl were 
nearly identical with the original but that's where the 
similarity stopped. 

After the forward section of cowling was cut ofT, it 
was step rolled so a skirt could be attached to it. Next 
Bob and Jim carved a wooden male pattern of one-ninth 
of the cowling and added two wooden streamlined bumps, 
filling out the radii with modeling clay. Next, a female 
impression of that was made in concrete. 

Then nine skirt sections were cut out, with openings 
cut for the bumps, and vees cut in the sides. Each 
section was drawn together and the vees welded, resulting 
in the approximate curvature of one-ninth of the cowling 
circumference. The next step was forming the final com-
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pound curve with pressure of the wooden male pattern 
into the concrete. The bumps were then formed indi
vidually and welded into place. 

They admit that far too much much work and time 
went into the bump cowl. They would have been better 
off to have made a pattern and hydroform tooling for 
the nine sections. Then spare cowling pieces could easily 
have been made if needed in the future. 

No one can deny the bump cowl is truly a work of 
art, and one of the outstanding characteristics of the 
Mr. Mulligan . All the fairings, which also give the plane 
so much character are also made of aluminum. 

The only fiberglass on the plane is the wheel pants and 
for two good reasons: the Younkins feel it makes a better 
self-supporting rigid structure and repairs or replacement 
would be easier as the molds have been saved. 

The replica is covered with Dacron fabric, finished 
with dope and final coats of acrylic enamel. All plywood 
surfaces, including the ply-covered wings are covered 
with 1 %-ounce fiberglass cloth and polyester resin. These 
areas were finished with primer coats and acrylic enamel. 

The brothers ran into an interesting problem in 
covering this airplane which they hadn't encountered 
before, namely the transition from fabric to the wood 
structures. The fabric on the fuselage is glued to the wood 
with an overlap of about three inches. Then the fiberglass 
is extended back over the fabric and covered with Feather
fill to give a nice smooth transition. 

A mystery that still hasn't been solved is the method 
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Jim (L) and Bob Younkin with their repli
ca Mr. Mulligan at Bob's Razorback field 
at Fayetteville, AR. 

The Mulligan stands tall. 

of getting in and out of the cabin door of the original 
plane. No photographs available to the Younkins provide 
the answer and Harold Neumann doesn't remember. The 
door sill is above Jim's waist and he's 6'1"! Anticipating 
this problem while the fuselage was being framed, a 
vertical tube, strongly supported was welded to the lower 
longeron, extending up flush with the bottom door sill. 
Then a steel tube step was welded up which plugs into 
the tube and can easily be lifted in or out. Authentic or 
not, this system works great. 

The fuel capacity is 130 gallons carried in two wing 
and two fuselage tanks. Neither of the fuselage tanks 
extend below the floor for safety reasons (although 
there is ample space in the half round belly created by 
plywood formers). One tank is beneath where the rear 
seat would be if it were installed and the other is beneath 
the baggage compartment. Incidentally, the rear seat 
is not in place because the insurance rate on a two-place 
homebuilt aircraft is considerably less than on a four
place. The Younkins felt the 130-gallon capacity would 
be ample for their needs, while Benny Howard carried 
over 300 gallons in his plane in anticipation of flying 
non-stop in the Bendix Trophy Race from Los Angeles 
to Cleveland. 

Benny's Mulligan had a huge 30-gallon oil tank in
stalled as oil consumption was higher in those days. It 
was located above the baggage compartment area and the 
replica's 10-gallon oil tank is also there. 

The Cleveland wheels and brakes installed on the 
replica necessitated a slight bulge in the inside of each 



The instrument panel, cockpit controls and seats are in place. 

The fuselage takes shape with wood formers and stringers in 
place. 

wheel pant to accomodate the brakes. That's considered a 
worthwhile trade-off because all parts are new and easily 
replaceable. The system includes a %" Cleveland master 
brake cylinder. The 7.50 x 10 tires are identical in size 
to the original plane. 

Because they plan to use their Mr. Mulligan replica 
extensively, the Younkins installed modern instruments 
and electronics. Since Oshkosh '82 they have installed 
an auto pilot servo for the ailerons and a spring system 
rudder trim. Both of these devices should be helpful on 
long cross country flights because the rudder is extremely 
sensitive at cruise speed and the aileron trim require
ment varies noticeably with changes in airspeed. 

The big year for Benny Howard's Mr . Mulligan 
was 1935 so the paint scheme on Younkins' replica 
represents that period in time, except for the following: 
after painting "Powered by P&W Wasp" on the left side 
of the cowling they decided the right side which contained 
only "Mr. Mulligan" was much prettier so they left it 
that way. Also, the lettering on both landing gear legs 
relating to "Hill Streamliners" and "Goodrich Tires" 
was left off because the plane was "beginning to look like 
a sign board." 

When asked how this beautiful airplane flies, both Bob 
and Jim agree, "like a dream." They say it's very respon
sive with light control pressures and a rapid roll rate. 
It easily indicates 200 mph in cruise and handles beauti
fully at 80 to 90 in the traffic pattern. They three-point 
the plane and it lands very short. With the long tail 

Aft fuselage fairings being fitted. The bottom fairing below the 
rudder encloses the fixed tall wheel. 

moment and fixed tailwheel , it exhibits no bad tendencies 
on the ground. 

Visibility is described as adequate, and the taxiway or 
runway centerline can be seen about 200 feet ahead 
while taxiing, which is better than many of the old open 
cockpit biplanes. 

One problem they've encountered is high oil tempera
tures during taxiing and prolonged slow flight. Air for 
the oil cooler is taken from both sides of the number one 
cylinder through ducts, and it works great most of the 
time. Because of this oil temperature problem, the Mulli
gan was flown only once at Oshkosh. That flight was 
made in the fly-by pattern with Harold Neumann flying 
formation with his "Little Mulligan." That was a rare 
and nostalgic sight indeed! 

The continuous crowd around the Mr. Mulligan replica 
at Oshkosh '82 certainly indicated its great popularity. 
The many photographers had a difficult time lining up 
a clear shot of the big white airplane. With Jim and Bob 
Younkin fielding questions from the constant crowd, and 
the "detail lookers" pressing in close, the level of activity 
was always high during the five days of Mulligan's 
attendance. In short, it was a star attraction. 
Editor's Note: Bob Younkin (EAA 68509, AIC 1729) and 
Jim Younkin (EAA 93967, AIC 1647) are avid antiquers 
and they have quite a stable full of aircraft including: 
Stinson SM-8A, Travel Air D-4000, Howard DGA-ll , 
FM-2 Wildcat, AT-6, Stearman, Travel Air Mystery Ship 
replica, Mr. Mulligan replica, and others. • 
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MI~MIII~I'S~ I·RC,.JI~CTS 

This section of The VINTAGE AIRPLANE is dedicated 

to members and their aircraft projects. We welcome 
photos along with descriptions, and the projects can be 
either completed or underway. Send material to the editor 
at the address shown on page 3 of this issue. 

WACO KNF· NC698N SIN 3246 
On the 27th day of May, 1930 Waco KNF SIN 3246, 

NC698N was delivered to Robinson Flying Service from 
the Waco factory at Troy, Ohio. It must have been a beauti
ful bird, with its new shiny Kinner K5, wood prop and 
red fuselage with silver wings. A black stripe with a gold 
pin stripe and black numbers completed its paint scheme. 

During the summer of 1930 when I was 12 years old, 
I was visiting in Louisville, Kentucky and one evening 
went to Bowman Field to watch the airplanes. My home
town had no airport so it was quite a thrill. I was feeling 
rather flush as I had the sum of a half dollar. A pretty 
red and silver Waco was sitting there waiting for a 
passenger. When they came around selling tickets they 
had only one taker, so as the barker passed, I offered 
him my half buck. He accepted and I was off on my first 
ride. What a thrill! A new Waco, a beautiful evening and 
I was at last flying. I never forgot the Waco F-l. 

As time went by, I moved to California in 1937, 
learned to fly and went through mechanics school. I 
purchased a 50 hp Lycoming Cub and flew it instructing 
and flying passengers. WWII came along and time con
tinued to roll by. I had owned several planes and while 
I had flown an RNF, I had never owned a Waco. I stayed 
in General Aviation as an FBO, spray pilot, instructor 
and flew a three-year tour in Vietnam flying for Air 
America. 

In 1968 I took over the airport at Brenham, Texas 
as FBO. I recovered and rebuilt fabric-covered airplanes. 
In 1974 I received a letter from a fellow in Dallas offer
ing to sell a Waco KNF. It was definitely a basket case 
and a lot of the basket was missing as well as a lot of the 
airplane. One thing, I at last had an F-1, a real honest
to-goodness F-1 and it was all mine. It was, and still is, 
the only original F-1 on record. 

The logs showed that the airplane had not been flown 
since 1942 but had seen quite a bit of the country. It 
started in Ohio, then to Michigan, to Florida and finally 
to Texas. No flying was done since Michigan as an operat
ing airplane. It had changed hands many times and the 
rebuild had started, which only ended in more missing 
parts. Several times I wondered why I bought it. I found 
a small three view and got a sheet of the side view plans. 
I slowly went to work. 

First, I decided I did not want to convert it to an RNF, 
even though a Warner was with it when I bought it. To 
do away with temptation, I sold the Warner and started 

looking for a Kinner K-5. I finally found one in Maine and 
bought it. It was in better condition then I expected. It 
had been disassembled and overhauled. All I needed 
now was to rebuild the Waco. Progress is always slow 
but this was really dragging. You just can't buy Waco 
parts anymore. I purchased wires and gauges from Ray 
Brandly. I found brakes and wheels in Michigan and 
another part in New York. I received a good, enlarged 
three-view from a fellow in Canada who had restored an 
RNF; that was a real help. Gradually it was taking shape. 

I had to do quite a bit of woodwork on the wings as 
one wing tip was gone. They are laminated from spruce, 
so I cut my strips, made a form and proceeded to steam the 
wood and bend and glue together. It worked pretty well 
and I will have to admit that getting things ready was the 
biggest job. One spar had to be spliced and a lot of rib 
work done, but there was no rot. I guess the years of 
storage had only darkened the varnish. 

The fuselage was another matter. The tubing was 
good but only the turtle back could be used for a pattern. 
Gradually the fuselage took shape. All new wood, even 
the "toilet seat mount." Have you tried to find one-inch 
seven-ply aircraft quality plywood lately. Finally got it 
from Wick's Organ Co. They had it specially made. The 
engine was mounted, a new oil tank made and all hook
ups designed and made. All I had to work from was the 
throttle rod that went from throttle to firewall. I was 
finally finished and everything worked. 

Eventually I got it all covered and painted as the 
original, then assembly and rigging. It is finally finished. 
It took eight years but I guess it was all worth it when I 
got the K-5 fired up. It really sounds good. 

I haven't test flown it yet. They didn't make this 
airplane for an old six-foot-two pilot. I am working on 
adjusting the "Johnson Bar" brakes and trying to get 
the stiffness out of my leg and back so I can get in it. 

Now to see if it flies ... ! 
Charles E. Nickles 
(EAA 56490, AlC 426) 
Rt. 2, Box 656 
Brenham, TX 77833 

Editor's Note: Joe Juptner's Volume 4, U.S. Civil A ircraft, 
page 52 states that at least 20 examples of this model were 
manufactured by the Waco Aircraft Co. at Troy, Ohio. 
NC698N is the only KNF currently listed In the FAA 
records. • 
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"No. 44" evolved from this early 1929 configuration. 

Collection) 

PART II 
WEDELL-WILLIAMS 
AND THE HAIZLIPS 

Contributed By Truman C. (Pappy) Weaver 

(EAA 151476) 

P.O. Box 655 


Patterson, LA 70392 


Editors Note - This is the last of a two part installment 
describing the association of Jim and Mary Haizlip with 
the Wedell-Williams #92 racing aircraft in 1932 and 
1933. The words are Jim Haizlip's (EAA 20762) as tape 
recorded in 1981 and made available to us by T. C. "Pappy" 
Weaver, Curator ofthe Wedell-Williams Memorial Aviation 
Museum of Louisiana in Patterson, LA . . . Gene Chase. 

I would rather forget my story of the westward flight, 
but I'll remember it as long as I live. With the heavy fuel 
load, the landing gear was becoming progressively more 
erratic. On a take-off at midday in 110 degree temperature 
at Pueblo, Colorado the airplane became directionably 
uncontrollable and jumped into the air long before it 
or I was ready for lift-off. This caused minutes of careful 
nursing as I coaxed her to stay in the air. I skimmed 
over the tops of the sage brush as I flew down the slope, 
trading altitude for airspeed, then fought butterflies 
in my stomach for the next three hours. That afternoon I 
surrendered about half of my remaining life expectancy 
worrying about the coming landing at Burbank. 

When I landed it was reported to Mary as a crash, 
but only resulted in some scraped wing tips. The next 
couple of days, Wedell's and my frantic rework of the 
landing gear struts and extra bracing took all our time. 
We didn't know until the last few hours before starting 
time whether the airplane would be usable at all. 

All this had me wondering why I had started the 
whole project. Only the fact that I had made a deal 
with Mr. Harry Williams to fly the Bendix and Mary 
would be waiting at Cleveland depending on me to come 
through, kept me from throwing in the sponge right 
them. But the bottom line, as they say today, was for 
me to carry on. 

To give an idea what any world's record means when 

one is out of the United States, here is an example. 
In 1936 when we stopped at the formal headquarters 
in Paris of the Federation Aeronautique Internationale 
where all world's records of aeronautics are made 
official and kept on file, I discovered that the directors 
had never heard of me, but they immediately greeted 
Mary as the holder of three flying records - two for altitude 
and the prestigious women's speed record. 

But back to the story . . . With considerable effort 
by the ground crews at the two refueling stops, a total 
of 290 gallons was added in only 14 minutes. Flashing 
by the finish line in the crowd-filled grandstand at 
Cleveland where the official timing was checked, I 
won the Bendix Trophy Race, thanks to the fast work of 
the ground crews plus the fact I had coaxed sufficient 
speed out of #92. I was well ahead of the other con
testants as I proceeded to New York's Floyd Bennett 
Field, established a new transcontinental speed record. 

After landing at Floyd Bennett and enjoying the public 
ceremonies, I climbed back into #92 and returned to 
Cleveland, where I was met by a formation of navy 
aircraft which I joined and flew with to the airport. 

After presentations for the Bendix winner, we turned 
to our next big hurdle. This was to get Mary her first 
flight in the Wedell-Williams #92 and to line up the 
official timers for the speed run itself. The record would 
require four passes: two upwind and two downwind, with 
no diving start. But the biggest hurdle of all was, because 
of time shortage at Patterson, she had never even sat 
in the airplane! 

Now with heavy congested traffic around the Cleve
land Airport, she had to fit herself into this traffic and 
alone in the cockpit, rely entirely on her own skills to 
take-off safely, make a familiarization flight and land 
all in one piece. Time was running out and one 15-minute 
flight is all she would have before the recording instru
ments were installed and she would try for the world's 
speed record. 

The cockpit was going to be strange to her since 
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"No. 44" as it looked in 1931. 

racing aircraft controls were placed where they best 
fitted into the cockpits . . . nothing could be or was 
standardized. The brakes on #92 were operated by two 
little pads, each about the size of a dollar, inboard of the 
rudder pedals. Quickly I passed information to her on 
brake operation, longitudinal trim, high speed and 
landing, which was tricky. When the airplane started 
rolling, she would be strapped in all by herself and I 
well remember how I felt . But Mary had been such a 
marvelously proficient flying partner that I knew in 
my heart that whatever would happen on either of the 
flights, she would be able to cope. 

As Time Magazine expressed it later, "That tiny 
girl in the fast experimental airplane opened the throttle 
and started down the field for better or for worse." 
She thereby established a speed record that stood for 
seven years. 

The climax for the women's races came on Sunday 
before Labor Day. The women's free for all each year was 
for the Cleveland's Pneumatic Tool Company's Aerol 
Trophy. Because of the superior speed of the #92 over 
the other airplanes flown by women pilots, it would have 
been a shoo-in for Mary to win it. It was scheduled as a 
ten lap race around the triangular course. Because Mary's 
other flights amounted to less than thirty minutes total , 
I suggested that she take it easy for the first few 

(Photo from J. Reid Patterson Collection) 
Wedell.Wllliams "No. 92" in 1937 when owned by Jack Wright. 
Aircraft was named "The Utican." 
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laps until she had some practice on pylon turns and that 
she stay well outside the slower airplanes at the start. 

Busy with other things on the ground, we neglected 
to clean the dust and trash which had worked forward 
from the tail skid during earlier flights . Due to the 
suction over the cockpit, this dust had worked forward 
and was under the pilot's seat. As the race started, 
a thundershower was gathering over the west field 
boundaries. The rush of cool air just ahead of the rain 
caused a sharp bump that shook a handful of dust 
right up in Mary's face and under her goggles. Sitting 
low as she was, she momentarily lost sight of the first 
pylon. To make certain that she hadn't cut the corner 
which would disqualify her, she made another circuit. 

She could spare this slight delay, but during the 
second lap, the thunderstorm covered the field and the 
five mile race course. Three of the pilots, including 
Mary, continued the race, though we on the ground 
couldn't see how they did it. Had the race been for the 
full ten laps or even had it been allowed to run six laps 
as the regulations provided, Mary would easily have 
been in the lead. As it was, the contestants were flagged 
down during the fourth lap and Mary, though she had 
flown exactly as planned for the original ten lap race, 
had to be content with second place. 

Calling the ten lap completed at four laps, and refusing 
to reschedule appeared so grossly unfair that Mr. 
Harry Williams, following the results over the radio in 
Patterson, came into the picture. Mr. Harry, by this 
time, had become an ardent fan of Mary's and with true 
southern gallantry, deeply resented such injustice to a 
lady whom he admired . Being a man of action , he 
instructed Mr. Keenan, a prominent Cleveland attorney, 
to get a court injunction to halt that particular race 
decision and possibly force a rerun. He also alerted 
Johnny Worthen, one of his top pilots who was with 
him at Patterson, and announced that he would fly 
immediately to Cleveland and stop the whole show if 
necessary. 

By this time, Mary, being a great sportsman as well 
as a premiere pilot, considered the feelings of the other 
contestants and the race official, who meant well , and 
contacted Mr. Harry on the telephone before he took off 
for Cleveland. She calmed him down and persuaded him 
to call off the order so the races could continue the next 
day. The race management figuring the crowd in the 



" No. 45," last of the Wedell-Williams racers had a retractable 
landing gear. 

stands had seen a good show anyway, awarded the trophy 
to the pilot that happened to be in the lead when the 
race had been red-flagged. 

Disappointed, but undaunted , Mary went to Los 
Angeles in the summer of 1933 and easily won the same 
Aerol Trophy. Later in '33 in Chicago, she again flew 
#92 and won the trophy for the women's unlimited 
race. 

That ended our pleasant and memorable association 
with the Wedell-Williams airplane. One incident that 
we shall never forget occurred on a Sunday afternoon 
the next year. Mary and I had been napping after the 
usual ceremony dinner. We were still living in Ferguson, 
a suburb of St. Louis . About 4:00 p.m. , Mary awoke 
and spoke of a vivid dream she just had. I pressured 
her to tell it as I could see she was badly shaken. She 
said that she had seen Jim Wedell in her dream and 
he had crashed in an airplane on the far side of the 
field at Patterson. 

While it was fresh in her mind , I asked for all the 
details - type of airplane, etc. Mary said that it was not 
one of the racers, but a biplane and looked like a British 
Moth. I countered that this was hardly likely , as the 
only Moth I had seen in the hangar was stored away in 
the back with the wings folded and I had never seen it 
flown. That evening, around 7 o'clock, I had a call from 
the St. Louis Globe Democrat telling me that news had 
just come over the wire that Jim Wedell had suffered 
a fatal crash. The airplane was a Moth. 

The preceding story was recorded for the curator of 
the Wedell-Williams Museum of Patterson , Louisiana. 
This little personal history is permitted as a token of 
appreciation for the hospitality shown us while guests of 
your lovely little city. 

Jim Haizlip ... 
As I view the superb workmanship of the Wedell

Williams racers , my mind travels back to the 1930s 
when Fulton Felterman, father of board members Fulton, 
Jr. and Ernest, was building wing panels and spars for 
the racers. He was a super master craftsman and he built 
the wings for all of the racers. He built spars from 
six pieces of wood bonded together . . . they became 
stronger than a single piece of equal size. The wood 

(Photo from T. C. Weaver Collection) 

covering and forming was a work of art. 
Then there were others in the group: Eddie Roberton, 

chief mechanic; J . Wood Chadwick who worked with the 
wing ribs, the cowls and wheel pants; Frenchy Fortun; 
Tom Lemmon; Cyril Vetter; Chas Ferson; Joe Herbert 
and others. This small group of men helped squeeze a 
lifetime of aviation history into a short five-year 
action-filled period . . . a period where these racing 
a ircraft beat the best in the world and also helped in
flu ence our fighting aircraft through World War II 
and up to the jet age. 

This period also made it easier for a test pilot of 
today to step into a multi-million dollar test craft and 
fly several times the speed of sound. It was an exciting 
era as pilots like Jimmy Wedell, Jim and Mary Haizlip, 
Lee Gelbach , Roscoe Turner, Steve Wittman and Jimmy 
Dooli ttle slipped their racing steeds around pylons , 
appearing as if they had been on a greased track, at the 
National Air Races. 

Walter , Jr., son of Walter and Henrietta Wedell, is 
the only three-year-old to fly in a record breaking racing 
airplane . This took place at the New Orleans Jefferson 
Highway Airport in 1933, after Jim had set the world's 
speed record at Chicago. Jim str apped young Walter in 
the parachute with him, placed the safety belt around both 
of them and proceeded to fly Walter, Jr. around the traffic 
pattern in the record breaking #44. Henrietta said her 
mother could have killed her for such a trick. • 

(Photo from T. C. Weaver Collection) 
Jimmy Wedell won the 1933 Thompson Trophy Race In the 
Wedell-Williams " No. 44." 
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BORDEN'S 
AEROPLANE POSTERS 

FROM THE 1930'S 
Article Number 28, Poster Number 13, Series Number 2 

By Lionel Salisbury 
(EAA 114523) 

Seven Harper Road 
Brampton, Ontario 
Canada L6W 2W3 

NEW MARTIN BOMBER 

This is the one Borden Poster that has truly been as 

advertised - a "Mystery Ship." This in spite of the fact 
that the original billing was laid on sometime in the 
early 1930's. 

These posters first came to my attention almost four 
years ago, when my son David came home with a group 
of eighteen posters that had been given to him by Mr. 
Glenn Inch of Brampton, Ontario. Upon examination it 
was apparent that there had been a total of nineteen 
posters issued in Canada in the early 1930's by the Borden 
Company. The one that was missing was "The New 
Martin Bomber - Mystery Ship for the Army." Even 
though we were not in possession of a complete set, 
David and I decided to send the posters in to The VIN
TAGE AIRPLANE where they appeared in the February 

1979 through September 1980 issues and one each month 
since May of 1982. We did entertain the hope that perhaps 
one of the readers might have the missing poster to 
complete the set. 

Shortly after the start of the series Mr. Cedric 
Galloway (EAA 35278, A /C 152), 14624 Willow St., 
Hesperia, CA 92345 wrote to say he had some which 
had been issued in the United States. They were 
different from the ones we had, but he, too did not have 
the "Mystery Ship." He did send them in and that added 
three more posters to the series. Mr. Marion McClure 
(EAA 2138, AlC 387), 908 No. Prairie St., Bloomington, 
IL 61701 sent in his collection and that added six more 
posters to the series but still no "Mystery Ship." I really 
did begin to wonder what this aircraft actually looked 
like. 
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NEW MARTIN IOMIlR 
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The February 1980 edition of The VINTAGE AIR
PLANE mentioned that we were still missing our Martin 
Bomber, and it was to this article that came the response 
that solved our mystery. It was in fact solved in dupli
cate. Mr. Ted Giltner (EAA 51321, AlC 365), 304 Beverly 
Ct., Shillington, PA 19607 went to his collection of 
aircraft memorabilia and sent his copy of the New 
Martin Bomber directly to Gene Chase at EAA Head
quarters. At about the same time, Mr. Guy Watson 
(EAA 59667, AlC 5258), 10682 Pebble Place, Cupertino, 
CA 95014 sent his copy to me in Canada. The letter he 
enclosed was most interesting and 1 quote: 

"Here is the 'New' Martin Bomber. Actually it looks 
more like a Breezy than a bomber with the pilot out in 
the open the way he is." 

"I really have no idea why I saved these posters. 
Other things 1 collected, such as baseball cards, have 
long since disappeared. It would be nice to have a 
complete set, but that seems unlikely at this late date." 

"As 1 mentioned in my previous letter, I am a recent 
subscriber to The VINTAGE AIRPLANE although a 
fairly longtime member of the EAA. 1 have been following 
your series in VINTAGE because Ole Fahlin has been 
passing them on to me. About five years ago Ole consented 
to teach me how to build airplane propellers the way he 
does and five years later I am still learning. He is such 
a super craftsman. Anyway, 1 want you to know that 1 
am enjoying the Borden series and I hope you have an 
encore." 

Well, our mystery was solved. Yet there remained 
still another. Almost all of the posters in this series 
had a fixed format. The picture came on the front, 
full size and in either sepia or black and white. The 
posters were roughly 19" x 11". On the back was a 
line drawing of the aircraft and then a description of 

the airplane was included. Not on the Martin poster, 
however, for where the description would normally have 
been placed was the terse message 

NEW MARTIN BOMBER 
Specifications not 

released by 
United States Army 

Air Corps 
Obviously this was the reason for the original designa

tion, "Mystery Ship" in 1933. 

Description of New Martin Bomber 

James C. Fahey's "U.S. Anny Aircraft, 1908-1946" 
provides the following specifications for the Martin XB-lO 
Bomber: 

Wing span 70'7" 
Length 45'0" 
Gross weight 12,560Ibs. 
Top speed 207 mph 
Crew 4 man 
Engines 2 Wright R-1820-19, 675 hp 

each 
This completes the series of 28 Borden Posters which 

have been reprinted in The VINTAGE AIRPLANE. We 
sincerely thank the readers who so kindly made their 
collections available for this purpose. 

Originally there were 30 posters printed by the Borden 
and Thompson coinpanies, but we were never able to 
locate two of them. These were titled "The Scout 
Sky Car" and "Captain Jimmy Thompson and His Dog 
Scottie." 

Each of the orginal posters sent to us for publication 
was returned to the sender, and if we can ever obtain 
one or both of the missing posters we will copy and return 
them as well.... Gene Chase • 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 


Dear Sir: 
Sure did enjoy the "Story of the Thomas-Morse Air

craft." Mr. Kelch has given us the best account of the 
Thomas-Morse Aircraft Corporation that I have been 
able to find . 

It seems to me that the Thomas-Morse Co., and de
signers, were overshadowed by their famous little S4 
design which Mr. Kelch points out as being a veteran 
movie star for over 60 years . . . surely this exceeds 
the late John Wayne's record in Hollywood. Yet, there 
is little published about Thomas-Morse. 

I am enclosing a photo of a U.S Navy's 1917 Thomas-
Morse model S-5 which you possibly can use. 

Sincerely, 
Roy G. Cagle 
(EAA 15401, AlC 1691) 
8525 J ennifer Drive 
Juneau, AK 99801 

Dear Gene: 
Was very disappointed to read in the October 1982 

VINTAGE AIRPLANE magazine that a very rare and 
historic Waco is being "butchered" in Corsicana, Texas. 
The JWM is a one-of-a-kind airplane and in the same 
class as the Waco CRG and the Waco S3HD, both of which 
have been beautifully restored very close to orginal. 

Such modifications as mentioned in the owner's letter 
will only reduce its value, both historically and on the 
antique market. It is hoped that anyone who might 
contemplate such alterations from original will seriously 
reconsider. It has been proven to me many times over 
the years that factory designs and engineering cannot be 
improved upon by such methods. 

Sincerely, 
Ray Brandly, President 
National Waco Club 
(EAA 38963 AlC 480) 
700 Hill Avenue 
Hamilton, OH 45015 

Dear George: 
On the July VINTAGE AIRPLANE, on page 16, the 

Camel picture from your collection really caught my eye. 
I wonder if you know just when and where it was taken? 
I do! The plane, of course, is Frank Tallman's and the 
photo was taken by Brooke Lemburg on April 9, 1955 
from his Aeronca Champ, just southwest of Peoria , 
Illinois. 

It was the second time Frank had flown the plane 
since it was restored from a basket case by Ned Kensinger 
who lived in Peoria at that time. Later that day, Tallman 
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took off for Glenview, Illinois, which was where he lived 
then, or close to it. He was forced down at Streator on the 
way, by a fuel pump failure. He got that far by using a 
hand pump intended only for priming, as I recall it. 

Brooke was a newspaper photographer then, but now 
has a very successful business of his own. I recall the 
picture so vividly because I was there in the plane with 
him when he took it. He gave me 8xlO copies of several of 
his Camel photos as a reward for holding the plane steady 
for him while he was busy with his camera. That same 
picture has turned up in Taylor and Munson's 1972 
"History of Aviation," and of course, in Tallman's book, 
"Flying the Old Planes," since Brooke took the picture 
in a professional capacity for Frank. At that time, furnish
ing planes for the movies was only a glimmer of an idea 
in the back of Tallman's mind. 

Other projects of Ned Kensinger's at about the same 
time were a Midget Mustang for Bob Fergason of Lincoln, 
Nebraska, the "Tater Chip" original design racing plane 
first flown by Marion Cole, and a modified Buhl Bull Pup 
that was really neat. 

A print of the Bull Pup is enclosed. It has Luscombe 
wings, a cut-down Stinson tail , a 65 hp flat four engine, 
a raised turtleback, and an enclosed cabin. Whatever that 
leaves over was original Bull Pup! Kensinger left Peoria 
not long after the Camel was completed, taking the Pup 
with him. I've never heard of it since, and don't know 
where Ned is now. Perhaps the Bull Pup is still flying 
somewhere to this day. The picture was taken on March 
6, 1954 at Greater Peoria Airport, where Ned was the 
repair shop manager. 

Enough for now! 
Randy Barnes 
(EAA 456, AlC 1941) 
816 W. Glen Avenue 
Peoria, IL 61614 

Editor's Note: Ned Kensinger resides at 1019 Yvonne 
Drive, Joshua, TX 76058. His EAA number is 84. • 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
DECEMBER 5 - SEBRING. FLORIDA - First Annual Sebring Fly-In. 

Featuring old-faShioned air games. All EM Chapters invited. Contact 
Gerald Homer. 813/ 655-2222 or Bill Baine 813/ 465-3690. 

MARCH 13-19 - LAKELAND. FLORIDA - 9th Annual Sun 'n Fun EM 
Fly-In. Plans and site improvements .being made to make '83 an 
even greater success than 1982. Never too early to start making 
your plans. Contact Sun 'n Fun EM Fly-In. Box 2246. Lakeland. 
FL 33803 or Ann McKee. phone 813/ 688-8214 or 688-6280. 

MAY 1 - ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS- EM Chapter 22 Annual Fly-In Break
fast. Eastern Aviation. Greater Rockford Airport. 7 a.m. 'til noon. 
For information call 815/ 332-4708. 

JULY 30 - AUGUST 6 - OSHKOSH. WISCONSIN - 31st Annual Fly
In Convention. Start making your plans now to attend the World's 
Greatest Aviation Event. Contact EM. P.O. Box 229. Hales Comers. 
WI 53130. 
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AVAILABLE BACK ISSUES 
1973 March through December 
1974 All Are Available 
1975 All Are Available 
1976 February through May, August through 

December 
1977 All Are Available 
1978 January through March, August, October 

through December 
1979 February through December 
1980 January, March through July, September 

through December 
1981 - All Are Available 
1982 - January through March, May through 

November 
Back issues are available from Headquarters for $1.25 
each, postpaid, except the July 1977 (Lindbergh Com
memorative) issue, which is $1.50 postpaid. 

Classic owners! 
Int.rior looking shabby? 

~ 

Don't fly a dog 
Finish it right with an 

Gitex interior 

Complete interior assemblies for do-it-yourself installation. 

Custom Quality at economical prices. 

• Cushion upholstery sets 
• Wall panel sets 
• Headliners 
• Carpet sets 
• Baggage compartment sets 
• Firewall covers 
• Seat Slings 
• Recover envelopes and dopes 

Free Catalog of complete product line. Fabric Selection Guide 
showing actual sample colors and styles of materials: $3.00. 

Qirtex prod-~cts, in-:' 
259 Lower Morrisville Rd., Dept. VA 
Fallsington, PA 19054 (215) 295-4115 

I VISA I 
t I• 

Jacket: Unlined Poplin jacket, features knit waist 
and cuffs. The gold and white b~aid trim on a 
Tan body emphasizes the colors proudly dis
played in the Antique/Classic logo. 
Sizes: X-small thru X-large 

$28.95 ppd 

Cap: Complete the look in this gold mesh hat 
with contrasting blue bill, trimmed with a gold 
braid. Your logo visibly displayed, makes this 
adjustable cap a must. 
Sizes: M & L (adjustable rear band) 

$6.25 ppd 

WEAR the IMAGE 

in an Antique/Classic jacket and cap 

Send Check To: 

EAA ANTIQUE/CLASSIC DIVISION, INC. 

P.o. Box 229 Hales Corners, WI 53130 

Allow 4-6 Weeks For Delivery 


Wisconsin Residents Include 5% Sales Tax 
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(Paid Advertisement) 

Sun 'n Fun 

EAA FLY-IN, INC. LAKELAND, FLORIDA 

MARCH 13-19, 1983 

A SPRING CELEBRATION 

We cordially invite you to come share with us a truly unique fly-in 
experience. A fly-in of traditional EAA comradeship blended with southern 
hospitality, a spring vacation in sunny Florida and with activities of 
interest for the entire family. 

Lakeland Municipal Airport is located very near most of central Florida's 
famous tourist attractions. Its runways are over a mile long and can 
handle large aircraft. It is the home of one of the Piper Aircraft plants 
and has two F.B.O.'s to cater to your needs. Texaco and Exxon products 
are available along with all types of repair services. Although Sun 'n Fun 
provides food services, the Airport Restaurant will be open late for your 
convenience. They serve full meals and snacks. Remember the shuttle 
busses will carry you anywhere on the airport FREE. 

Fly out for a picnic or a swim in the Gulf of Mexico, hop over to the 
Bahamas, visit Disney World, Cypress Gardens, Cape Canaveral, Circus 
World or just come and enjoy the friendly togethernes:;; that Sun 'n Fun 
EAA Fly-In has to offer you and your fellow enthusiasts. 

See Ya'll Here, 

Billy M. Henderson 
Fly-In Director 

Promoting the Aims and Ideals of EAA 
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SUN 'n FUN REG ISTRATION FEES 

FOR 1983 


For Current National EAA members the fees will be: 
Weekly - $22.00 per family (Family means you , your 
Daily - $6.00 per family spouse and family members 

under 18 years of age. Your 
other guests must register 
and pay separately.) 

For Non-EAA members the fees will be: 
Weekly - $22.00 per person (Children under 14 years 
Daily - $6.00 per person admitted free but must be 

accompanied by an adult.) 
Your national EAA membership card or Airmans 

Certificate will give you admittance to the flight line. 
You are responsible for your guests while on the flight 
line. Children under 14 years must always be accom
panied by an adult. 

CAMPER REGISTRATION 

For Campers the fees will be $5.00 per unit, per day, 
payable in advance. If you leave before the end of the 
Fly-In, the remainder of your camping fee will be re
funded. Check out time will be 12:00 noon. Registration 
fees must be paid with your camping fee. There will be 
no electrical hook-up available . There is water avail
able but no hook-ups . There is a shower house. We 
have a Country Store for the convenience of the campers. 

SPECIAL AIR TRAFFIC PROCEDURES 

TO BE FOLLOWED DURING THE 


SUN 'n FUN FLY-IN 


Due to the heavy volume of air traffic generated by 
the fly-in, pilots are urged to be extremely alert for a 
high volume of VFR traffic operating in Central Florida. 

BEFORE DEPARTING FOR THE FLY-IN CHECK 
NOTAMS AND THE AIRMANS INFORMATION 
MANUAL FOR THE LATEST INFORMATION ON 
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE PROCEDURES. LAKE
LAND MUNICIPAL AIRPORT WILL BE CLOSED 
TO ALL ITINERANT OPERATIONS FROM 2 PM TO 
4:30 PM EASTERN STANDARD TIME DAILY DURING 
THE FLY-IN. NOTAMS WILL INCLUDE NO RADIO 
PROCEDURE. 

TRANSPORTATION 

Busses will be operated on a regular schedule through
out the fly-in. Guests arriving by air will be provided 
FREE shuttle bus transportation anywhere on the air
port courtesy of Sun 'n Fun. Bus fares to and from the 
motels and Downtown Lakeland are $1.00. Your pro
gram will include the bus schedule. This information 
will also be posted at bus stop at Sun 'n Fun and at 
the Lakeland Municipal Airport Terminal and Restau

\.. rant. 

AUTO PARKING 
Auto parking is free to EAA members. All that is 

necessary is to show your current International EAA 
membership card to the parking attendants. 

AIRCRAFT AWARDS 
If you are fortunate enough to fly to Sun 'n Fun in 

a showplane you certainly would want it judged for one 
of the many awards. In order to have your aircraft 
judged it must be registered. Judging registration forms 
are available at any of the aircraft registration points 
on the airport (Warbirds , Ultralight, Airside , etc .). 
Just complete the form and leave it at the registration 
booth. All aircraft must be parked in the appropriate 
area to be judged (i.e., Homebuilts in the Homebuilt 
area, etc.). A WORD OF CAUTION: Your aircraft must 
be registered for judging prior to 5 PM Friday, March 
18, in order to have it judged. 

VOLUNTEER CENTER 
Sun 'n Fun is operated entirely by volunteers. Even 

the officers and directors are unpaid. All of these people 
register and pay just like you do. 

Please help keep our fees down by pitching in and 
helping run your convention. The more of us that work, 
the less work each of us will have to do. 

Help us to help you enjoy the fly-in. Get involved, 
help share the load, VOLUNTEER. You'll have more 
fun if you are a part of it. 

Visit your VOLUNTEER BUILDING and offer to 
pitch in. We will love you for it. 

If you work for "8" (eight) hours during the conven
tion you will receive a special Sun 'n Fun EAA volun
teer patch. 

IF MORE INFORMATION IS NEEDED 
We have attempted to provide the info that you will 

need before coming to the fly-in. If, however, you find 
some additional questions that you need answered, one 
of the following people may be able to help. You will 
receive a complete program on your arrival at the fly-in. 

Registration & Camping General Information 
Pat Quinn Ann McKee 
813/345-5914 (H) 813/688-8214 
813/823-6488 (0) 813/688-6280 
649 Folsom St. So. 2325 Woodley Ave. 
St. Petersburg, FL 33707 Lakeland,FL 33801 

Forums Commercial 
Grahame Gates Ron Dahly 
813/646-2911 305/295-5928 (eve.) 
929 N. Gilmore St., Apt. 88 1320 Powers Dr. 
Lakeland, FL 33801 Orlando, FL 32808 

Air Operations Advertising 
Fred Quinn Cindy Young 
813/345-5914 (H) evenings 813/646-9586 
649 Folsom St. So. 726 Pipkin Rd. 
St. Petersburg, FL 33707 Lakeland, FL 33803 
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(Paid Advertisement) 

SUN 'n FUN EAA FLY-IN 

ACCOMMODATIONS 


HOTELSIMOTE LS 

1. 	DAYS INN 
1-4 & US 98 N. 
813/ 688-6031 

2. 	HILTON INN 
1-4 & US 98 N. 
813/ 688-8484 

3. 	HOWARD JOHNSONS 
1-4 & US 98 N. 
813/ 858-4481 

4. 	RED CARPET 
1-4 & US 98 N. 
813/ 858-3851 

5. 	RAMADA INN 
1-4 & US 98 N. 
813/ 688-7972 

6. 	ACER NOOK MOTEL 
5555 New Tampa Hwy. 
813/ 688-2005 

7. 	BEST WESTERN 
508 E. Memorial Blvd. 
813/ 683-7471 

8. 	BRADLEY MOTEL 

2950 US 92 E. 

813/ 665-4065 


9. 	CIRCLE MOTEL 
1601 New Tampa Hwy. 
813/ 686-3201 

10. COZY COURT MOTEL 
407 Woodland 
813/ 665-4179 

11 . EVERGREEN MOTEL 
6650 New Tampa Hwy. 
813/ 686-1338 

12. 	HOLIDAY INN CENTRAL 
910 E. Memorial Blvd. 
813/ 682-0101 

13. HOLIDAY INN NORTH 
1-4 & S.R. 33 
813/ 858-1411 

14. HOLIDAY INN SOUTH 
3405 S. Fla. Ave. 
813/ 646-5731 

CAMPGROUNDS 

27. SanIan Ranch Campground 
& Travel Trailer Resort 
3929 US 98 S. 
813/ 688-7074 

(7V2 miles from Sun 'n Fun site) 

28. Tiki Village Campgrounds 
905 Crevasse SI. 
813/ 858-5364 

29. 	 Hollingsworth Travel 
Trailer Park 
6211 US Hwy. 98 No. 
813/ 858-2026 

15. 	 IMPERIAL 400 MOTEL 
740 E. Main SI. 
813/ 688-5506 

16. LAKE PARKER MOTEL 
1539 E. Memorial 
813/ 683-7821 

17. 	SCOTIISH INN 
244 N. Florida Ave. 
813/ 687-2530 

18. LAND-O-LAKES 
240 N. Wabash Ave. 
813/ 688-1910 

19. 	 MARYLAND INN 
1433 Lakeland Hills 
813/ 683-6745 

20. MOTEL LAKELAND 
1224 E. Memorial 
813/ 682-2106 

21 . REGENCY TOWERS 
130 S. Massachusetts 
813/ 682-7123 

22. PRESTLER'S 
2435 New Tampa Hwy. 
813/ 682-8423 

23. 	 RAMA INN 
601 E. Memorial 
813/ 683-5961 

24. 	 TIGER VILLA MOTEL 
6000 New Tampa Hwy. 
813/ 682-8114 

25. WHITE SWAN MOTEL 
1136 E. Rose SI. 
813/ 686-2171 

26. HOLIDAY INN of PLANT CITY 
1-4 & S.R. 39 
813/752-3141 

AUTOMOBILE RENTAL AGENCIES 

Avis Rent A Car 
Red Carpet Inn 
3410 US 98 No. 
813/ 858-7641 

Buick Dealer Leasing 
& Rental-Cannon Buick 
5210 South Fla. Ave. 
813/ 646-5051 

Chevrolet Dealer Leasing 
and Rental-Ray Durdin 
Chevrolet 
1025 US 98 South 
813/ 688-5541 

Ford Authorized Leasing 
System 
Lakeland Ford Company, Inc. 
1430 West Memorial Blvd. 
813/ 682-1102 

Lakeland Lincoln-Mercury 
Rental & Leasing Division 
1111 East Main 
813/ 688-1212 

Lakeland Toyota, Inc. 

1200 West Memorial Blvd. 

813/688-5451 


Fiat Renting & Leasing 

Reardon Oldsmobile-Fiat-AMC 

2805 West Memorial Blvd. 

813/ 688-7911 


Sears Rent A Car 

Lakeland Ford 

1420 West Memorial Blvd. 

813/ 687-3508 


Waters Leasing Inc. 

Lakeland Ford 

1420 West Memorial Blvd. 

813/ 688-6450 


Pontiac Dealer Leasing 

Regal Pontiac Honda, Inc. 

2615 Lakeland Hills Blvd. 

813/687-8000 


Yerton Leasing & Auto Sales 

1002 East Main 

813/ 688-8555 


22 DECEMBER 1982 



MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION 
• 	 Membership in the .Experimental Aircraft Association . Inc . is $25.00 for one year, $48.00 for 2 years 

and $69.00 for 3 yellrs . All include 12 issues of Sport Aviation per year. Junior Membership (under 19EAA years of age) is available at $15.00 annually. Family Membership is available for an additional $10.00 
annually. 

• 	 EAA Member - $18.00. Includes one year membership in EAA Antique-Classic Division , 12 monthly 
issues of The Vintage Airplane and membership card. Applicant must be a current EAA member and 
must give EAA membership number. 

ANTIQUE
• Non-EAA Member - $28.00. Includes one year membership in the EAA Antique-Classic Division , 12CLASSIC monthly issues of The Vintage Airplane, one year membership in the EAA and separate membership 

cards . Sport Aviation not included.lAC 	 • Membership in the International Aerobatic Club, Inc. is $20.00 annually which includes 12 issues of 
Sport Aerobatics. All lAC members are required to be members of EAA. 

• Membership in the Warbirds of America , Inc. is $20.00 per year, which includes a subscription toWARBIRDS Warbirds Newsletter. Warbird members are required to be members of EAA. 
• 	 MJmbership in the EAA Ultralight Assn. is $25.00 per year which includes the Ultralight publication 

UL TRALIGHT ($15.D!! additional/or Sport Aviation magazine). For current EAA members only, $15.00, which includes 
UltralIght publIcatIOn . 

• 	 FOREIGN MEMBERSHIPS: Please submit your remittance with a check or draft drawn on a United States 
bank payable in United States dollars or an international postal money order similarly drawn. 

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO EAA OR THE DIVISION IN WHICH MEMBERSHIP IS DESIRED. 

ADDRESS ALL LETTERS TO EAA OR THE PARTICULAR DIVISION AT THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS: 


P.O. BOX 229 - HALES CORNERS, WI 53130 - PHONE (414) 425-4860 

OFFICE HOURS: 8:30 - 5:00 MONDAY-FRIDAY 


THE VINTAGE AIRPLANE 

ADVERTISING RATES 


1 Issue 3 Issues 6 Issues 12 Issues 
1 Page $175.00 $165.00 $150.00 $145.00 
1 /2 Page 105.00 100.00 95.00 90.00 
1 /3 Page 95.00 85.00 80.00 75.00 
1 /4 Page 70.00 65.00 60.00 55.00 
1 /6 Page 60.00 55.00 50.00 45.00 
1 /8 Page 50.00 45.00 40.00 35.00 

Rates are for black and white camera-ready ads. 

CLASSIFIED RATES: Regular type - 45c per word; 
Bold face type - 50c per word; ALL CAPS - 55c 
per word. (Minimum charge - $7.00. Rate covers 
one insertion, one issue.) 

COMMISSIONS: Non-commissionable. 

For additional information, including color rates 
and required ad sizes, contact: 

Advertising Department 
The VINTAGE AIRPLANE 

P.O. Box 229 

Hales Corners, WI 53130 


414 /425-4860 


FLYING AND 
GLIDER MANUALS 

1929, 1930, 1931 
1932, 1933 

2.50 ea. 
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO : 

EAA Aviation Foundation, Inc. 

Box 469 Hales Corners, WI 53130 


Allow 4-6 Weeks For Delivery 

Wisconsin Residents Include 5% Sales Tax 


THE JOURNA L OF 
THE EARLY AEROPLANE 

SAMPLE ISSUE $4 
15 CRESCENT RD. POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y. 12601 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

ENGINE : 1929 HEATH HENDERSON B-4, aircraft con
version, 25 HP @ 2800 RPM, about 120 lbs. w/carb./ 
magnet%il pump and display stand, assembled but 
requires rebuild, many other aircraft parts and instru
ments - Lee Herron, The Airplane Shop, Inc., 125 Passaic 
Ave., Fairfield, NJ 07006,201/736-9092. 

AC~O SPORT - Single place biplane capable of un
limited aerobatics. 23 sheets of clear , easy to follow plans, 
includes nearly 100 isometrical drawings, photos and 
exploded views. Complete parts and materials list. Full 
size wing drawings. Plans plus 88 page Builder's Manual 
- $60.00. Info Pack - $4.00. Super Acro Sport Wing 
Drawing - $15.00. Send check or money order to: ACRO 
SPORT, INC., Box 462, Hales Corners, WI 53130. 414/ 
425-4860. 
ACRO II - The new 2-place aerobatic trainer and sport 
biplane. 20 pages of easy to follow , detailed plans. Com
plete with isometric drawings, photos, exploded views. 
Plans - $85.00. Info Pack - $4.00. Send check or money 
order to: ACRO SPORT, INC., P .O. Box 462, Hales Cor
ners, WI 53130.414/425-4860. 

POBER PIXIE - VW powered parasol - unlimited in 
low. cost pleasure flying. Big, roomy cockpit for the over 
six foot pilot. VW power insures hard to beat 3% gph at 
cruise setting. 15 large instruction sheets . Plans - $45.00. 
Info Pack - $4.00. Send check or money order to: ACRO 
SPORT, INC., Box 462, Hales Corners, WI 53130. 414/ 
425-4860. 
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